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Abstract This paper investigates the compressive behaviour of screw piles in sands and the key
design parameters which control this. These types of foundation elements have typically been used as
screw anchors onshore (i.e. for their tensile capacity), but there is increasing interest in their potential
use as compression piles for supporting offshore marine renewable energy (MRE) devices (e.g. wind
and tidal turbines) in deeper water. For such foundation applications, the compressive capacity is as
important as the tensile capacity and is not well understood, particularly in cohesionless soils which
are a likely seabed condition in MRE applications. A 1-g laboratory study was initially conducted on
small scale model screw piles in sand beds of various relative density between 25 – 88%. These
experiments were used to validate a Finite Element (FE) model having a stress-dependent constitutive
model, making it useful for future up-scaling of the pile size for field applications. Following
validation, the FE model was used to conduct a parametric study on the effects of flange spacing ratio
(s/Dflange) and flange to shaft diameter ratio (Dflange/Dshaft). By using a validated FE model for this
study, it was possible to observe the failure mechanisms (through the shear strain distribution) within
the soil and correlate these with the pile capacity. This information was then used to comment on the
most optimal (cost-effective) pile design for supporting compressive loads. This study represents a
key step towards producing design tools appropriate for the design of screw piles in MRE
applications.
Introduction
As defined in this paper, screw piles consist of a central small diameter hollow steel shaft, around
which thin circular steel flanges run. Their principle of operation is that the flanges are spaced so as
to trap the soil between them, thereby acting as an equivalent solid pile of the outer flange diameter,
with a fully-rough ‘shaft’ interface (as shearing is soil-soil). One of the most important design
decisions relates to the spacing of the flanges – if the flanges are spaced too far apart, then the soil
will not be effectively trapped and the pile have a lower axial capacity and stiffness (controlled by the
shaft friction along the central shaft and the bearing resistance arising from the individual flanges; If
the flanges are spaced too close together, then there are potentially flanges which are not contributing
to the pile capacity, therefore making the pile more expensive than it needs to be.
Screw piles have long been used in a variety of onshore applications. There is increasing interest in
the use of screw piles for jacket or tripod foundations of offshore marine renewable energy devices
(principally wind turbines). The benefits of screw piles in offshore applications include: (i) the
rotational method of installation avoids pile driving noise, which is an important environmental
consideration; (ii) the piles are efficient in their use of material, essentially turning the seabed soil into
part of the pile, saving steel costs – this is particularly important for farms of many hundreds of
devices, each requiring a minimum of three piles within the foundation.
Minimising the number of flanges required to achieve a given pile capacity would (i) minimise
installation torque and (ii) potentially result in significant economies of scale across a full farm. This
requires study of the normalized flange spacing (s/Dflange) at which the mechanism of pile resistance
changes from one of individual plate bearing, to a trapped cylinder of soil, this representing the
maximum spacing (or minimum number of flanges) required to achieve maximum capacity. While
many previous studies of this optimal spacing have been conducted in clays (e.g. Bassett, 1978; Rao
et al. 1991), there is a need to undertake similar studies for sandy ground conditions, which are a

likely ground type for many marine renewable energy developments. In this paper, a series of (1-g)
model installation and compressive load tests will be conducted on model screw anchors in sands of
varying relative density (between 25% - 88%). These results will be used to validate a Finite Element
Model (FEM) with a stress-level dependent constitutive model, allowing future up-scaling to fieldscale screw piles. This model is then used to conduct a parametric study, investigating the effects of
flange spacing and flange diameter on the pile response.
Small scale physical modelling
A programme of small scale (1-g) tests on model screw piles was conducted. In the tests reported
herein, the screw pile consisted of a solid steel tube with a cone-shaped tip (of internal apex angle of
60º) into which single helical flanges could be inserted. The overall geometry is shown in Figure
1(a). The model pile was installed using a modified Instron 1196 load frame which was able to apply
combined downwards displacement and rotation about the vertical axis of the pile, both at constant
and independent speeds. This is shown in Figure 1(b).
The model piles were installed into beds of uniform dry sand at differing relative density (Dr),
prepared within a rigid walled container with internal dimensions 420 mm × 420 mm in plan and
660 mm deep. The vertical penetration rate was set at 500 mm/min, for which the optimum rotational
speed was found to be 22 rpm. These values match those used by Jeffrey (2012) using the same
apparatus to install model Continuous Helical Displacement (CHD) piles.

(a) model screw pile showing geometry

(b) modified Instron load frame, showing
rotational drive unit

Figure 1: Experimental equipment
The sand used was Congleton HST95, a well-rounded silica sand with γmax = 1760 kg/m3, γmin =
1461 kg/m3, D50 = 0.18 mm and D10 = 0.12 mm, having a critical state friction angle of 32° as
determined in the direct shear box (Lauder, 2011). The soil beds were produced in a rigid aluminium
box. Three tests were initially conducted on samples having Dr = 25%, 59% and 71%, and Finite
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model the effects of the installation process; however, this was found to be unnecessary (see later) and
all simulations in presented in this paper use a single set of soil properties throughout.

Figure 3: Finite Element model geometry (D = Dflange)
The soil behaviour was simulated using the ‘HS Small’ model in PLAXIS. This model couples stress
and strain dependent elasticity, with a non-associative Mohr-coulomb failure criterion. The stresslevel dependence in this model is particularly noteworthy here, as this implies that the effect of the
small scale of the model tests on the behaviour of the sand is implicitly accounted for, and that once
validated at small scale, the finite element model could subsequently be applied to full scale
conditions with some confidence.
Al-Defae et al. (2013) have previously calibrated this constitutive model for HST95 sand over a wide
range of densities, based on direct shear and oedometer test data, and further showed that the model
gives good predictions when compared to centrifuge test data, even for complex problems involving
dynamic loading. Their relationships were used to determine the soil properties in the screw pile
models described herein, the key properties of which are summarized in Table 1. All calculations
were conducted under fully drained conditions.
Table 1: Constitutive model parameters used in FE simulations.
Parameter
Dry density, γ
Peak friction angle, φ′
Dilation angle, ψ
Cohesion intercept, c′
Small-strain stiffness, G0
Secant stiffness, E′50, at p′ = 100 kPa
Oedometer stiffness, E′oed, at p′ = 100 kPa
Unload-reload stiffness, E′ur, at p′ = 100 kPa

Dr = 25%
15.3 kN/m3
34.0º
2.1º
0.3 kPa
101.3 MPa
33.1 MPa
26.5 MPa
79.4 MPa

Dr = 59%
16.3 kN/m3
40.8º
10.9º
0.3 kPa
118.3 MPa
43.7 MPa
35.0 MPa
104.9 MPa

Dr = 71%
16.6 kN/m3
43.2º
14.1º
0.3 kPa
124.3 MPa
47.5 MPa
38.0 MPa
113.9 MPa
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Figure 4:
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Effect of flange spacing on compressive capacity
After validating the numerical model against the model test data at s/Dflange = 1.6, the FEM was
subsequently used to investigate the dependence of the screw pile behaviour and capacity on the
spacing of the flanges and their diameter. In all subsequent simulations the same overall pile length,
confining stress levels and pile shaft were used as shown in Figure 2, and the simulations were all
conducted for dense sand (Dr = 71%), a likely seabed condition for offshore MRE applications.
In this section, the effect of flange spacing is considered. The flanges maintained the same external
diameter as shown in Figure 1. The normalized flange spacing (s/Dflange) was varied by placing
additional flanges along the pile starting from a pile having a flange at the top and tip only (s/Dflange =
6.4). A pile having only a single plate at the tip, and a pile with no flanges were also included for
comparison. The configurations tested are shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Variations in flange spacing considered
Figure 7 shows the compressive capacity (Q) of the flanged piles from Figure 6, in each case
normalized by the compressive capacity of the pile with no flanges (Q0). All capacities are inferred at
10% of Dshaft, which would be the conventional definition of capacity for an unflanged pile, permitting
a fair comparison. It can be seen from Figure 7 that for screw piles with relatively close spacing
(s/Dflange ≤ 3.2) the capacity is largely unaffected by spacing and approximately four times larger than
the capacity of the unflanged pile. For wider spacing, the capacity improvement reduces; however
even a single pile towards the tip more than doubles the capacity of the unflanged pile.
Figure 8 shows the shear strains in the soil around the anchors at a vertical displacement of 10% Dshaft.
It can be seen that in the case of the single flange at the tip and the most widely spaced multiple flange
condition (s/Dflange = 6.4) that an ‘individual bearing’ mechanism is occurring, with the plate(s) acting
independently in bearing. Once s/Dflange ≤ 3.2, interaction between adjacent plates can start to be seen
resulting in a trapped cylinder of soil between the flanges (‘cylindrical shear’ mechanism). This

supportss the saturation in compreessive capaccity for s/Dflaange ≤ 3.2 in Figure
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Figure 7: Increase
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Effect of flange diameter on compressive capacity
In this section, the absolute spacing between the flanges was maintained at 69 mm (i.e. the number of
plates was kept constant) and the diameter of the flanges varied. The purpose of these simulations
was to identify whether increasing the diameter of the flanges is a possible design option for
increasing the capacity of the pile (e.g. in cases where the length of the piles cannot be changed). As
in the previous section investigating s/Dflange, simulations were conducted with the same pile length
and soil density. The additional simulations used Dflange = 20, 42, 50, 54, 58 and 62 mm; keeping
Dshaft = 14 mm and incorporating the no flange test and Dflange = 46 mm tests reported earlier allowed
Dflange/Dshaft to be varied between 0 – 4.4. It should be noted that although the amount of soil beneath
the tip of the pile was not increased from that shown in Figure 3 in this stage, the amount of soil
beneath the tip of the pile was in all cases > 8Dflange, so there would not be significant boundary
effects expected.
Figure 9 shows the capacity of the piles, normalized by the capacity of the unflanged pile, as a
function of Dflange/Dshaft. As in the previous section, capacities were inferred at 10% Dshaft for
comparison with the unflanged case. The values of s/Dflange are also plotted in this figure below the
capacity information, which shows that all of the cases considered have s/Dflange within the range over
which cylindrical shear is expected (with the possible exception of the test at Dflange/Dshaft = 1.4,
s/Dflange = 3.7). It can be seen that a linear trend between Q/Q0 and Dflange/Dshaft is obtained to a very
high degree of fit (R2 = 0.97). This is consistent with (i) all of the cases behaving in cylindrical shear,
such that the capacity increases linearly with the increase in the perimeter defined by Dflange; and (ii)
that for the displacement used to infer capacity, most of this is derived from shaft friction along the
trapped cylinder of soil (as the increase is proportional to the cylinder area, proportional to Dflange,
rather than the base (flange) area, proportional to Dflange2). This latter observation may be a result of
insufficient displacement having been generated to fully mobilise the base capacity, as a result of
comparison to the unflanged pile. The fitting line also intercepts the Q/Q0 axis at 1.10, which is the
ratio φ′/ δ′.

Figure 9: Increase in capacity compared to unflanged pile as a function of Dflange/Dshaft

Figure 10 shows the shear strains in the soil around the anchors at a vertical displacement of 10%
Dshaft. The data clearly show the cylindrical shear mechanism occurring, trapping a cylinder of soil
that expands as Dflange is increased. The mechanism also becomes more clearly defined as Dflange
increases and s/Dflange reduces well into the range for this mechanism as identified in the previous
section. This suggests that in future dimensioning of larger screw piles for offshore MRE
applications, that maximizing the diameter of the flanges (without structurally overstressing them)
will help to optimize capacity for a given pile length. If this is combined with maintaining the optimal
s/Dflange = 3 from earlier, this will minimize the number of flanges (and hence amount of expensive
steel) required in the piles.

Figure 10: Shear strains (in %) induced around compressively-loaded screw anchors

Conclusions
In this paper a series of model load tests have been conducted on screw piles in sands under
monotonic compressive loading. This data (collected for a single screw pile geometry across a range
of relative densities) has been used to validate a Finite Element model, and this validated model was
subsequently used to investigate the effects of flange spacing and diameter on the compressive pile
capacity and associated bearing capacity mechanisms. Based on these analyses:
1. The constitutive parameters for sand proposed by Al-Defae et al. (2013) provide a good
match to small scale model tests at low confining stresses (they were originally validated
against centrifuge scale stresses).
2. Installation torque and compressive capacity of screw piles increase with relative density of
sand. The capacity of the screw piles is substantially higher than that of an unflanged pile,
irrespective of the bearing capacity mechanism.
3. For piles in dense sand, an optimal normalized flange spacing s/Dflange ≈ 3. This results in the
formation of the stronger cylindrical shear mechanism, rather than the weaker individual plate
bearing mechanism at higher s/Dflange. Reduction of the spacing below this optimal value
(adding more flanges) does not provide any further improvement in capacity.

4. To achieve higher capacity at a given pile length, increasing the flange diameter will
proportionally increase the capacity of the pile. This may permit fewer flanges to be used if
the optimum spacing ratio is maintained.
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